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(Technical). This book is a supplement to the first volume of Drum Machine Patterns. In it you will

find over 260 rhythm patterns and breaks. These are original patterns that can be programmed

easily on any drum machine. This book contains the rhythms most often used in contemporary

music, and many patterns incorporate flams, to be used on the latest generation of drum machines.
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I bought this book thinking that I could get some solid dance beats with it, but after plugging a few

disco beats into my DAW, I am less than happy with the results. If you are doing dance music, look

elsewhere.Having said that, there are a TON of drum patterns in this book, for all kinds of music, so

it has to be worth something to someone...

An awesome starting point for drum tracks for the non drummer. I use the patterns to program the

drum machines in propellerheads reason and then I modify the grooves and add loops, this book



really made my drum parts more interesting.

There is actually very little on this topic of drum patterns for step sequencers so it does help you

learn some principles and basic strategies . It will not make you Timbaland. it will show you how

many pop and rock breaks used in songs today are made and give you a jump-off point.

This book is great. At first the patterns seem cheesy, but once you put modern drum sounds and

effects you can get great results. Consider this a tool not a loop generator

Loving the patterns in this book. They are a great foundation for any drum track. Great inspiration

here, its like my own personal happy accident handbook!

Love it. Go-to reference for all sorts of drum patterns. Very handy.

If you have a physical drum machine or sampler with a step sequencer, this is for you. It has various

patterns, fills, and breaks. Though some of the patterns may not be your cup of tea, but at the least

they provide an excellent new way to look a things when programming your machine.This book is a

great learning tool or refresher that lets you away from your computer screen for once.

I liked the patterns I will be using them for some of my recordings because I don't always record

acoustic drums.
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